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The primary objective of SoftSoC is to resolve the major productivity
bottleneck in system-on-chip (SoC) design by developing systematic and
highly-automated approaches to combining multiple hardware intellectual
property with associated hardware-dependent software in efficient design
packages. This involves separating operating-system and application software from the underlying hardware and hardware-dependent software for
efficiency, dependability, flexibility and manageability. Solutions developed
in this MEDEA+ project will enable Europe to maintain leadership in key
strategic markets by increasing the capability of designers to build larger
and better quality SoC devices more rapidly.
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MEDEA+ (EUREKA !2365) is the industry-driven
pan-European programme for advanced co-operative R&D
in microelectronics to ensure Europe’s technological and
industrial competitiveness in this sector on a worldwide basis.
MEDEA+ focuses on enabling technologies for the
Information Society and aims to make Europe a leader in
system innovation on silicon.

